
 

 

OM VOCAL MEDITATION TECHNIQUE 

What is OM vocal toning? Basically, it is a meditation technique to help relax your body and 

mind. It is all about making “Ommmmmmmmm” sound with your lips together and teeth apart.  

It is a super easy and special technique that helps release the stress hormones adrenaline and 

cortisol in your body and is totally made for  you and your teen. It works by exercising the tiny 

muscles of the inner ear that help you detect the higher frequencies of human speech that 

impart emotion and tell you what someone is really trying to say.  

Try it together as a family to help your body and mind to be calmer and more relaxed!!! 

How to tone:  

1. Wherever you are sitting right now, adjust your posture to sit up straight, and close your 

eyes 

2. Take a nice long, deep breath and let it go. With your next deep breath, let an “Aaaaaa” 

slip out low and rumbly from your belly 

3. Keep it going as it rolls itself into an “Uuuu” sound 

4. When you’re half-way through your breath, slowly bring your lips together into an 

“Mmmmmmmmm” like a sound of a bee buzzing 

5. And then taper off into silence 

     That’s one and do it two more times 

You and your son/daughter may need to experiment by changing pith and volume until you all 

experience a pleasant vibration in your face and, eventually, in your heart, stomach and entire 

body.  

At first, you will want to practice every day. You will want to practice in a quiet environment so 

children /teen can focus on their breathing.  

Educate your son/daughter on the purpose of this breathing technique. Be mindful that some 

children/teens will respond to breathing techniques quicker than others. Allow you AND your 

son/daughter to repeat this technique until the body is calm and relaxed! 


